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Abstract. Quantum memory can operate not only as a write-in/readout device [1] for quantum light pulses and non-classical states generation [2] device but also as a quantum states of light transformer. Here the addressable parallel quantum memory [3] possibilities for this type of transformation are researched. Quantum memory operates as a conventional N-port interferometer with N equals to the number of the involved spin waves. As example we consider the ability to transform quantum states of two light pulses – in this case the quantum memory works as a mirror with a controlled transmission factor.
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In the last 5-10 years the great progress in experimental realization of quantum memory protocols was achieved. The high quantum memory parameters – the efficiency up to 87% [4], the fidelity up to 0.999 [5], the storage time up to one minute [6], the simultaneous storage of 1060 temporal modes – allows one to talk about the quantum memory implementation un quantum information protocols such as quantum repeaters, quantum computation, etc. [8]. Besides the quantum states of light storage the quantum memory can be used for non-classical states of light generation (entangled and squeezed) for using in discussed protocols. Here we research an ability to use the quantum memory as a transformer for input quantum light pulses. The transformation is achieved by write-in and readout of a set of modes (temporal, frequency or spatial) of light and their mixture due to simultaneous treatment to different modes.

The quantum memory scheme (Figure 1) is an ensemble of cold atoms with spin-1/2 both in ground and excited states in a constant magnetic field. The ensemble is placed in a ring cavity that supports one longitudinal mode. The quantum light pulse comes to the input mirror. Conditions for efficient write-in/readout processes in time-reversal and impedance matching approaches are discussed in [3, 9]. We assume that the high-efficiency regimes are used, what is achieved by long enough (compared to cavity field lifetime) time duration of signals. The quantum memory addressability researched in [3] allows us to write-in the quantum light pulses succession to one quantum memory cell and retrieve these pulses in required order. This is achieved by the fact that for particular pump wave direction the only one spin wave is involved to the interaction with light.
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Figure 1. The parallel cavity-based quantum memory scheme: ring cavity with atomic ensemble (the cube on the figure) inside, the quantum light pulse comes to the input port, pump wave propagates in \{y, z\} plane.

Here we develop ideas proposed in [3]. We consider the case of many pump waves (each pump waves is responsible for one independent spin wave evolution) are directed to quantum memory cell on the readout stage. The cavity field is excited by many spin waves at once – as a result the output light pulse consists of input signals mixture. The “mixture factors” are determined by the pump waves amplitudes. If we know the input light pulses states and adjust the pump waves amplitudes we can control the output light pulses states.

As an example we consider the quantum memory operation as a mirror with controlled transmission factor for two input light pulses. We show the ability to create entangled states of two light pulses from two squeezed in the orthogonal quadratures input light pulses, and vice versa.

The ability to manipulate the light pulses states parallel with efficient write-in, readout and non-classical states generation inside the quantum memory allows one to simplify quantum information protocols and raise their efficiency.
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